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Abstract

Industrial organization is mainly concerned with the behavior of large firms. Experi-

mental industrial organization therefore faces a problem: How can firms be brought into

the laboratory? The main approach relies on framing: Call individuals “firms”! This

experimental approach is not in line with modern industrial organization, according to

which a firm’s market behavior is also determined by its organizational structure. In this

paper, a Stackelberg experiment is considered in order to answer the question whether

framing individual decision making as organizational decision making or implementing

an organizational structure is more effective in generating profit-maximizing behavior.

Firms are either represented by individuals or by teams. I find that teams’ quantity

choices are more in line with the assumption of profit maximization than individuals’

choices. Compared to individuals, teams appear to be less inequality averse.

Keywords : industrial organization, Stackelberg game, individual behavior, team behav-

ior, framing, experimental economics.

Journal of Economic Literature classification codes : C720, C910, C920, D430, L130.



1. Introduction

For Tirole (1988, p. 3), industrial organization (IO) “certainly begins with the struc-

ture and behavior of firms”. So does it for Scherer and Ross (1990, p. 1). Firms are

typically assumed to be large, especially when it comes to oligopoly theory (see also

Shapiro, 1989). Holmstrom and Tirole (1989) emphasize that organizational structure

and market behavior are interdependent. Discussing theories of the firm going beyond

the neoclassical production function approach, they show how a firm’s market behav-

ior is affected by its organizational structure (see also Furubotn and Richter, 2005, pp.

361–469).1 In these theories, the firm is seen as an organizational structure, a nexus of

contracts (contractual view). Nevertheless, in IO, firms are usually treated in the neo-

classical way: They are regarded as single decision makers that maximize profits (see,

e.g., Tirole, 1988, p. 4; Scherer and Ross, 1990, pp. 38, 52).2 In the light of the contrac-

tual view, the objective of profit maximization can be interpreted as a consequence of

the organizational structure transforming individual behavior within the firm into profit

maximization on the market.3 If this view is taken, the question is: What organizational

structure, if any, results in profit maximization? This question is of special interest if

firms are assumed to be large, because large firms always have a nontrivial organizational

structure.

Although firms are particularly assumed to be large in oligopoly theory, a quite differ-

ent question is posed in most oligopoly experiments: How do individuals behave on an

experimental market? The market structure is derived from an oligopoly game. No or-

ganizational structure is implemented. Instead, individuals are called “firms” (IO fram-

ing). Typically, participants are found to exhibit other-regarding preferences. There-

1For a presentation of the neoclassical theory of the firm, see Nadiri (1982).
2More precisely, firms are assumed to be profit maximizers with rational expectations.
3This position is methodologically sound (see Albert and Hildenbrand, 2012).
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fore, framing individual decision making as organizational decision making appears to

be ineffective in generating profit-maximizing behavior: An IO framing does not turn

individuals into profit maximizers. For example, Huck et al. (2001) proceed in this way.

In a Stackelberg experiment (“STACKRAND” treatment, henceforth StackRand), they

examine a market for a homogeneous product on which two firms sequentially compete

in quantities.4 Firms are represented by individuals, and an IO framing is used. They

find that, on average, leaders choose a lower quantity, and followers choose a higher

quantity than predicted by the unique subgame-perfect Nash equilibrium (Stackelberg

equilibrium). For the most part, these deviations can be explained by inequality aversion

(see Huck et al., 2001, pp. 758–761; Lau and Leung, 2010).5

What is surprising is the fact that it is regularly not controlled for the effect supposed to

be triggered by the IO framing: There are no control treatments in which participants

are neutrally instructed. Maybe this is because framing is expected to be ineffective (see

also Normann and Ruffle, 2011, p. 1). However, if that were expected, there would be

no reason for an IO framing at all. If the IO framing is expected to affect individual

behavior, two questions arise: First, what does the effect look like? Second, is the effect

of framing individual decision making as organizational decision making different from

the effect of implementing an organizational structure?

Hoffman et al. (1994) give an answer to the first question on the basis of an ultimatum

game. Individuals are either called “seller” and “buyer”, or they are neutrally instructed.

They find that proposers offer less under an IO framing than under a neutral framing.

Responders reject offers under an IO framing as frequent as under a neutral framing:

Rejection rates are the same for both treatments. Thus, at least proposer behavior is

4Huck et al. are regarded as the first to implement a Stackelberg market in the laboratory.
5In the recent past, many more experiments of that kind were run (see, e.g., Huck and Wallace, 2002).
Often, the standard duopoly games were extended by a pre-play stage in order to endogenize the
sequence of play. For example, see Huck et al. (2002), Fonseca et al. (2005), Fonseca et al. (2006),
and Müller (2006). Hildenbrand (2010) reviews and discusses these experiments.
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directed towards profit maximization.

On the basis of a Stackelberg game, an answer to the second question is given by Müller

and Tan (2011).6 In their Stackelberg experiment, they study a market for a homoge-

neous product on which two firms sequentially compete in quantities. Firms are either

represented by individuals or by three-member teams, and an IO framing is used in

both treatments. Team members exchange electronic messages via a chat box in order

to come to a unanimous agreement on their collective quantity. They find that, on av-

erage, individuals or teams in the leader role choose a lower quantity, and individuals

or teams in the follower role choose a higher quantity than predicted by the Stackelberg

equilibrium. Compared to individuals’ quantity choices, teams’ choices are not found

to be more in line with the assumption of profit maximization. The same answer is

given by Raab and Schipper (2009) on the basis of a Cournot game. In their Cournot

experiment, they examine a market for a homogeneous product on which three firms

simultaneously compete in quantities. Firms are either represented by individuals or by

three-member teams, and an IO framing is also used. Individuals directly choose their

quantities. Team members simultaneously choose efforts: The quantity of each team is

the sum of its members’ efforts. They find no difference between the market behavior

of individuals and teams. In contrast to Müller and Tan’s findings, both individuals’

and teams’ mean quantity choices are close to the unique Nash equilibrium (Cournot

equilibrium) prediction.

Neither Müller and Tan nor Raab and Schipper find a difference between the market

behavior of individuals and teams. However, a difference between the qualities of the

predictions emerges: The asymmetric Stackelberg prediction fails for individuals under

an IO framing and teams organized according to Müller and Tan’s ad-hoc theory of

6The first oligopoly experiment taking account of an organizational structure was run by Sauermann
and Selten (1959). In contrast to recent experiments, it was more of exploratory nature. More
experiments of this kind were published by Selten (1967b,a).
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the firm, whereas the symmetric Cournot prediction is always corroborated. In other

Cournot experiments, individuals’ quantity choices are also found to be in line with the

assumption of profit maximization (see, e.g., Holt, 1985; Huck et al., 2004).

In other experiments on team decision making, teams are found to behave more in

line with the assumption of profit maximization than individuals (see, e.g., Bornstein

and Gneezy, 2002; Bornstein et al., 2008). The same is true for many experiments

on group decision making, but there are opposite results, too.7 The term “team” is

used if groups of participants collectively represent firms in a market experiment or if

participants’ collective decisions are framed as firms’ decisions. Otherwise, the term

“group” is used. For example, in their ultimatum experiment, Bornstein and Yaniv

(1998) study a situation in which two players sequentially bargain over the division of a

sum of money. Players are either represented by individuals or by three-member groups.

Group members have face-to-face discussions to make their collective decision: A specific

decision rule is not predetermined by the experimenters. Groups’ decisions are found to

be more in line with the assumption of profit maximization than individuals’ decisions:

groups in the proposer role offer less than individuals in this role, and groups in the

responder role are willing to accept less than individuals in that role.

Two central differences between the experiments can be identified in order to explain the

mixed results: the organizational structure and the market structure (see also Raab and

Schipper, 2009, pp. 698–700). If the market structure is derived from a Cournot game,

both individuals and teams appear to be profit maximizers. Their market behavior

seems to be independent of the organizational structure. If the market structure is

derived from an ultimatum game or a Stackelberg game, neither individuals nor teams

or groups maximize profits. However, depending on the organizational structure, teams

7Bornstein (2008) and Engel (2010) characterize, review and discuss experiments on group decision
making, and they also survey some experiments on team decision making.
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or groups come closer to profit-maximizing behavior than individuals. An IO framing

may direct individual behavior towards profit maximization, too. Therefore, an analysis

of the effect of an IO framing or the implementation of an organizational structure

requires a decision for a market structure first.

In order to find the limits of the profit maximization assumption, I conduct a Stackelberg

experiment using Huck et al.’s (2001) market structure, which is also used by Müller

and Tan (2011). Firms are either represented by individuals or by two-member teams.

Individuals are either called “firms”, or they are neutrally instructed. Teams are orga-

nized according to a parsimonious version of Alchian and Demsetz’s (1972) contractual

model of the firm. Teams each consist of a decision maker and a non-decision maker.

The non-decision maker is completely passive. The decision maker is active and gets half

of the team’s monetary payoff. Specifically, I ask whether profit-maximizing behavior

on Huck et al.’s Stackelberg market is generated by a type of organization which is in

accordance with Alchian and Demsetz’s model of the firm. I find that teams’ quantity

choices are more in line with the assumption of profit maximization than individuals’

choices. Compared to individuals, teams appear to be less inequality averse. However,

neither the applied IO framing nor the implemented organizational structure generates

profit-maximizing behavior: Both individuals called “firms” and teams organized ac-

cording to Alchian and Demsetz’s contractual model appear not to be profit-maximizing

firms.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the experimental design, the hy-

potheses, and the experimental procedures. Section 3 presents the experimental results,

which are are summarized and discussed in the final section. The appendix contains

English translations of the instructions (originally written in German) and the payoff

bimatrix used in all treatments.
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2. Experimental design, hypotheses, and procedures

2.1. Design

The experimental market structure is derived from Huck et al.’s (2001) Stackelberg game.

On a market for a homogeneous product, two firms compete in quantities. Firms A and

B face a linear inverse demand function: p(q) = max{30− q, 0}, q = qA + qB. Each cost

function is linear in output: cj(qj) = 6qj, j = A,B. Hence, marginal costs are constant

and identical. Firms sequentially decide how much to supply to the market: Firm A

moves first (leads), and firm B moves second (follows). Because B observes A’s quantity

choice, B’s action is a reaction to A’s decision. Once market supply is determined, the

market clears. Firms’ profits are equal to their revenues minus their production costs:

�j(qA, qB) = (30− (qA + qB))qj − 6qj, j = A,B.

In the experiment, each firm is either represented by an individual or by a two-member

team. Overall, there are three treatments: LOADED, NEUTRAL, and TEAM (see ap-

pendices A.1, A.2, and A.3 for English translations of the instructions). In LOADED

and NEUTRAL, firms are each represented by an individual. In LOADED, partici-

pants are called “firms” competing in “quantities” for “profits” (IO framing). In NEU-

TRAL, participants are neutrally instructed: individuals choose “numbers” and receive

“payments”. LOADED serves as a control treatment. It is identical to Huck et al.’s

StackRand treatment. In TEAM, participants are also neutrally instructed. Each team

consists of a decision maker and a non-decision maker. The non-decision maker is com-

pletely passive. The decision maker is active and gets half of the team’s monetary payoff.

The non-decision maker receives the other half. An overview of the treatments, including

StackRand, is given in Table 1.

In all treatments, each active participant plays ten (one-shot) Stackelberg games. In
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Instructions Sessions Participants

StackRand loaded 2 24 + 20 = 44

LOADED loaded 1 28

NEUTRAL neutral 2 22 + 22 = 44

TEAM neutral 1 48

Table 1: Own treatments and Huck et al.’s StackRand treatment.

each game, the active participant in the leader role chooses a number from a (13× 13)

payoff bimatrix, and the active participant in the follower role is informed about the

leader’s choice. Being aware of the leader’s decision, the follower chooses his number

from the same payoff bimatrix, and the leader is informed about the follower’s choice.

Depending on the resulting combination of choices, both individuals, or both teams,

receive monetary payoffs. In the following, I always speak of “choosing a quantity” and

”receiving a profit“ in order to keep the text as simple as possible.

In the payoff bimatrix, all possible combinations of quantity choices and the correspond-

ing profits were shown (see Appendix A.4).8 Each active participant could choose a

quantity from the set {3, 4, . . . , 15}. The profits were quoted in ECU (experimental

currency unit). In order to make monetary incentives for active participants in TEAM

identical to those of participants in LOADED or NEUTRAL, the worth of 1 ECU in

TEAM was twice as high as in the other treatments. In LOADED and NEUTRAL, 20

ECU were worth 1 EUR. In TEAM, 10 ECU were worth 1 EUR. The payoff bimatrix

was derived from the Stackelberg game described above. In order to ensure the unique-

ness of the Stackelberg equilibrium, 14 of the 169 profit pairs were slightly manipulated

by subtracting 1 ECU.

8The same payoff bimatrix was not only applied by Huck et al. (2001) and Müller and Tan (2011). It
was also used by Huck et al. (2002) and Fonseca et al. (2006).
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2.2. Hypotheses

In IO, firms are typically assumed to maximize their profits under rational expecta-

tions. In other words, it is assumed that firms behave according to a subgame-perfect

Nash equilibrium prediction in the Stackelberg game: B maximizes its profit given A’s

quantity choice, and A correctly anticipates B’s reaction to all possible quantity choices

and maximizes its profit in the light of these anticipations. The subgame-perfect Nash

equilibrium quantities qSA = 12 and qSB = 6 are given by qB(q
S
A) = 12−

qS
A

2
with qB(qA) =

argmaxqB �B(qA, qB) (best-response function) and qSA = argmaxqA �A(qA, qB(qA)). This

quantity combination is called Stackelberg outcome.

If A and B do not maximize their profits in the Stackelberg game, other outcomes can

result from other kinds of behavior. If A prefers equality to inequality (fairness) and B

maximizes its own profit (selfishness), the Cournot outcome ensues: qCA = 8 and qCB = 8.

The joint profit is maximized if qA and qB add up to a total quantity of 12 (collusion).

The symmetric joint profit-maximizing quantities are qJA = 6 and qJB = 6 (collusive

outcome). The collusive outcome results if B is fair and A is either selfish or fair and

interested in profit. An overview of the predicted outcomes and associated profits is

provided in Table 2.

Stackelberg Cournot Collusion

Quantities qS
A
= 12, qS

B
= 6 qC

A
= qC

B
= 8 qJ

A
= qJ

B
= 6

Total quantity qS = 18 qC = 16 qJ = 12

Profits �S
A
= 72, �S

B
= 36 �C

A
= �C

B
= 64 �J

A
= �J

B
= 72

Total profit �S = 108 �C = 128 �J = 144

Table 2: Predicted outcomes and associated profits.

In StackRand, Huck et al. (2001) find that the Stackelberg prediction fails: On average,

leaders choose a lower quantity, and followers choose a higher quantity than predicted.

Leaders and followers choose the Cournot quantity in 17 and 28 percent of all choices.

Lau and Leung (2010) show that the observed deviations from the Stackelberg prediction
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can be explained by Fehr and Schmidt’s (1999) model of inequality aversion. In their

parsimonious version of Fehr and Schmidt’s model, there are two kinds of followers: those

who are selfish and those who have other-regarding preferences. All followers with other-

regarding preferences have the same disadvantageous inequality aversion parameter and

the same advantageous inequality aversion parameter. The proportion of followers with

other-regarding preferences and the inequality aversion parameters are estimated using a

maximum likelihood approach. About 40 percent of the followers are found to be averse

to disadvantageous inequality, and the advantageous inequality aversion parameter is

not statistically different from zero.9 These findings motivate

Hypothesis 1. (a) Individuals playing the Stackelberg game will not behave according

to the Stackelberg prediction: leaders will choose lower quantities, and followers will

choose higher quantities. (b) Leaders’ choices and followers’ responses in LOADED will

be in line with Huck et al.’s (2001) findings.

On the basis of an ultimatum game, Hoffman et al. (1994) analyze the effect of an IO

framing. In the treatment group, participants are called “seller” and “buyer”, and the

proposer in the seller role “chooses the selling PRICE”. In the control group, participants

are neutrally instructed, and the proposer makes a “proposal”. Hoffman et al. find

that proposers in the treatment group offer less than proposers in the control group.

Responders’ rejection rates do not differ significantly. Thus, proposers’ actions are more

in line with the assumption of profit maximization. These results lead to

Hypothesis 2. (a) Framing individual decision making as organizational decision mak-

ing will matter. (b) Leaders in LOADED will choose higher quantities than leaders

in NEUTRAL. Compared to followers’ responses in NEUTRAL, followers’ responses in

LOADED will be closer to their best responses.

9Lau and Leung do not analyze leader behavior.
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Hence, the neoclassical theory of the firm as a theory of all firms is expected to be

falsified again: single-person firms do not maximize their profits if the market structure

is given by a Stackelberg game of duopolistic quantity competition with homogeneous

products. A context is supposed to matter: The IO framing is expected to direct

individual behavior towards profit maximization.

In TEAM, a multi-person firm is brought into the laboratory using a parsimonious

version of Alchian and Demsetz’s (1972) contractual view of the firm. For Alchian and

Demsetz (p. 783), a firm is a contractual structure “with (a) joint input production,

(b) several input owners, (c) one party who is common to all the contracts of the joint

inputs, (d) who has rights to renegotiate any input’s contract independently of contracts

with other input owners, (e) who holds the residual claim, and (f) who has the right to

sell his central contractual residual status.” Moreover, (g) individuals within the firm

maximize (expected) utilities on the basis of utility functions increasing in income and

leisure, and (h) the firm is organized in a way that individual utility maximization within

the firm is transformed into profit maximization on the market.

Item (g) is interpreted as a restricted version of the homo oeconomics model: While it

is known from many experiments that individuals are not rational, egoistic, and mate-

rialistic, the hypothesis here is that they will behave in that way in a specific context.

Specifically, if leisure is maintained, firm members maximize their income. In TEAM,

requirements (a) to (f), and (h) are met, and the duration of the experiment is inde-

pendent of the actions taken by the firm members. The non-decision maker can be

interpreted as an owner, that is, the residual claimant. The decision maker can be seen

as a manager, who is motivated by an incentive-compatible contract granting him half of

the firm’s profit. Hence, teams are expected to maximize their profits because decision

makers are predicted to maximize their incomes.

These considerations motivate
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Hypothesis 3. (a) Leaders in TEAM will choose higher quantities than leaders in (a1)

LOADED or (a2) NEUTRAL. Compared to followers’ responses in (a3) LOADED or

(a4) NEUTRAL, followers’ responses in TEAM will be closer to their best responses.

(b) Followers’ response functions in TEAM will be closer to the best-response function

than those in (b1) LOADED or (b2) NEUTRAL.

Hence, compared to framing individual decision making as organizational decision mak-

ing, an organizational structure is expected to be more effective in generating profit-

maximizing behavior.

2.3. Procedures

The experiment was conducted at Justus Liebig University Giessen in May and June

2011. Overall, 120 students from various fields of study, mostly from business adminis-

tration, economics, and law, participated in four sessions. Participants were randomly

recruited from a pool of potential participants. Each participant took part in only one

session. Sessions consisted of ten rounds and lasted between 80 and 95 minutes (in-

cluding the time to read the instructions). At the end of each session, two out of the

ten rounds were randomly chosen to be rewarded. Participants’ average earnings were

e 14.72 (including a fixed amount of e 9.00).10 Rewards were paid out in private.

The experiment was run in lecture halls with pen and paper. At the beginning of the

LOADED or each NEUTRAL session, participants were randomly assigned to be either

a leader or a follower. This assignment remained fixed throughout the entire session. At

the beginning of the TEAM session, participants were randomly assigned to be either

a member of a team in the leader role (active or passive) or a member of a team in

the follower role (active or passive). This assignment and the composition of the teams

10Without the flat amount, participants could have made losses in the experiment.
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remained fixed throughout the entire session, too. Leaders and followers were seated in

separate lecture halls. In order to prevent communication among participants located in

the same lecture hall, they were seated with sufficient space between them. After having

read the instructions, participants were allowed to ask questions in private. In each

round, leaders and followers were randomly matched.11 Hence, each active participant

played ten (one-shot) Stackelberg games. At the end of all sessions, participants were

asked to answer a questionnaire about their choices and the comprehensibility of the

instructions.

Before the first round was started, participants were asked to answer a control question

in order to make sure that all participants fully understood the payoff bimatrix. The

answers were checked immediately (one follower in LOADED and one leader in TEAM

answered the question incorrectly), and the question was answered in public. Neverthe-

less, in the questionnaire or when the rewards were paid out, three participants (two

followers in LOADED and one leader in NEUTRAL) reported that they had had prob-

lems with the payoff bimatrix. The data from these three participants are excluded from

the analyses in the following section.

In all treatments, leaders and followers were labeled A and B. In TEAM, decision makers

and non-decision makers were additionally labeled D and N.12 In LOADED and NEU-

TRAL, the leaders received a sheet of writing paper on which they noted their identifiers

and their quantity choices at the beginning of each round. The sheets were then passed

on to the followers. The followers also noted their quantity choices, and the sheets were

passed back to the leaders. At the end of a round, each participant knew (i) his choice,

(ii) the other participant’s choice, (iii) his profit, and (iv) the other participant’s profit

and wrote down information (i) to (iv) on a sheet of reporting paper. With that, a

11In all treatments, Kamecke’s (1997) rotation random-matching protocol was applied.
12Actually, they were labeled E and N, because “Entscheider” is German for “decision maker”.
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round was finished (see also Huck et al., 2001, p. 753). In TEAM, each decision maker

additionally reported his choice and the other team’s choice to his team member after

each round. A team’s profit was equally shared between its two team members.

3. Experimental results

At a first glance, there is not much difference between individual behavior and team

behavior. An overview of the mean quantities and the mean profits for all treatments,

including Huck et al.’s (2001) StackRand treatment, is provided in Table 3; standard

deviations are given in parentheses. Mean leader quantities are clearly lower and mean

follower quantities are clearly higher than the Stackelberg quantities.

Stackelberg StackRand LOADED NEUTRAL TEAM

Quantities A, B 12, 6 10.19, 8.32 9.79, 7.48 9.22, 7.69 9.82, 7.59

(0, 0) (2.45, 2.07) (2.06, 1.47) (2.21, 1.60) (2.16, 1.36)

Total quantity 18 18.51 17.27 16.91 17.41

(0) (2.86) (2.10) (2.27) (1.86)

Profits A, B 72, 36 51.03, 42.43 62.61, 49.18 61.64, 53.14 61.60, 49.73

(0, 0) (24.99, 25.89) (15.75, 17.26) (14.76, 18.65) (13.46, 17.11)

Total profit 108 93.46 111.79 114.78 111.33

(0) (45.58) (26.36) (27.89) (24.42)

Table 3: Mean quantities and mean profits; standard deviations in parentheses.

As explained above, other outcomes than the Stackelberg outcome can result from other-

regarding preferences. The Cournot outcome ensues if leaders are fair and followers are

selfish. The collusive outcome results if followers are fair and leaders are either selfish or

fair and interested in profit. For all treatments, percentage frequencies of Stackelberg,

Cournot, and collusive outcomes are shown in Table 4. The Cournot outcome is most

frequently observed in each treatment. The Stackelberg outcome is clearly more frequent

in TEAM than in the other treatments. Stackelberg outcomes occur with nearly the

same frequency in StackRand, LOADED, and NEUTRAL, but Cournot outcomes are
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extremely rare in StackRand compared to LOADED and NEUTRAL.

Stackelberg Cournot Collusion

qS
A
= 12, qS

B
= 6 qC

A
= qC

B
= 8 qJ

A
= qJ

B
= 6

StackRand 6.36 8.18 0.00

LOADED 10.83 19.79 1.67

NEUTRAL 8.57 27.62 1.90

TEAM 16.67 17.50 0.00

Table 4: Percentage frequencies of Stackelberg, Cournot, and collusive outcomes.

According to Hypothesis 1 (a), individuals playing the Stackelberg game do not behave

according to the Stackelberg prediction: leaders choose lower quantities, and followers

choose higher quantities. According to Hypothesis 1 (b), leaders’ choices and followers’

responses in LOADED are in line with Huck et al.’s (2001) findings.

Hypothesis 1 (a) is corroborated, because neither leaders nor followers in LOADED or

NEUTRAL behave according to the Stackelberg prediction. In LOADED and NEU-

TRAL, leader quantities are lower and follower quantities are higher on average. These

results are similar to Huck et al.’s findings. However, in StackRand, leaders’ choices

seem to be more in accordance with the Stackelberg prediction than in LOADED and

NEUTRAL. On the other hand, followers’ responses appear to be farther away from the

Stackelberg prediction: on average, followers react with higher instead of lower quanti-

ties.

Using a two-sided Mann-Whitney U (MWU) test, I find that leaders’ mean quantities

in StackRand do not significantly differ from those in LOADED (p = 0.363): in the

control treatment, leaders behave in the same way as in StackRand. Analyzing follow-

ers’ choices is more complicated, because a follower’s action is a response to a leader’s

choice. If followers use the same strategy in two treatments while leaders behave differ-

ently, different follower quantities will be observed. Therefore, the absolute value of the

difference between the actual response of a follower, qB, and the best response, qB(qA),
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is considered (see also Subsection 2.1). This deviation is called a follower’s “adjusted

quantity”, formally, qaB = ∣qB−qB(qA)∣. Thus, q
a
B = 0 if B behaves as a profit maximizer.

Percentage frequencies of the adjusted follower quantities are reported in Table 5 for all

treatments.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

StackRand 50.91 16.82 8.64 5.45 7.27 6.82 0.91 1.36 0.45 0.91 0.45

LOADED 59.17 20.00 10.83 5.83 3.33 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.83 0.00 0.00

NEUTRAL 64.29 15.71 10.48 5.24 1.43 0.95 0.48 0.48 0.48 0.48 0.00

TEAM 76.67 12.50 3.33 1.67 3.33 2.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Table 5: Percentage frequencies of adjusted follower quantities.

What is surprising is that only about half of the followers’ responses in StackRand

are best responses. In all other treatments, best responses are more frequent, and the

distributions of the adjusted follower quantities are not spread as widely as in Stack-

Rand. Followers’ mean adjusted quantities in StackRand significantly differ from those

in LOADED (two-sided MWU test: p = 0.008): in the control treatment, followers do

not behave in the same way as in StackRand. This falsifies Hypothesis 1 (b).

Participants’ actions in LOADED are not completely in line with participants’ actions

in StackRand. However, they are similar. One reason for the difference in observed

behavior might be a lack of control in Huck et al.’s experiment: No post-experimental

questionnaire was used to find out whether participants had had problems with, for

example, the payoff bimatrix. A closer look at the raw data reveals that some leaders

and followers choose strange quantities. For example, there are leaders who decide for 3

or 4, and there are followers who react with a quantity which is so high that they make

losses. Of course, these decisions can also be intentional, but this is hard to believe.

Therefore, StackRand is no longer taken into consideration.

According to Hypothesis 2 (a), framing individual decision making as organizational

decision making matters. According to Hypothesis 2 (b), leaders in LOADED choose
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higher quantities than leaders in NEUTRAL. Compared to followers’ responses in NEU-

TRAL, followers’ responses in LOADED are closer to their best responses, that is, the

IO framing is expected to direct individual behavior towards profit maximization.

An overview of the mean quantities per round is provided in Table 6 for all treatments;

standard deviations are given in parentheses. In eight (out of the ten) rounds, mean

leader quantities in LOADED are higher than in NEUTRAL. In only four rounds, follow-

ers’ mean adjusted quantities in LOADED are lower than in NEUTRAL. Thus, framing

individual decision making as organizational decision making seems to matter.

LOADED NEUTRAL TEAM

qA qB qa
B

qA qB qa
B

qA qB qa
B

Round 1 10.25 6.92 0.50 8.43 7.38 0.71 9.25 8.67 1.25

(2.49) (1.73) (1.00) (2.42) (1.50) (0.85) (1.71) (1.78) (1.96)

Round 2 9.83 7.50 1.00 9.52 7.86 0.67 10.08 8.00 0.92

(2.52) (1.24) (1.48) (2.06) (1.80) (1.43) (1.71) (1.78) (1.73)

Round 3 9.75 8.08 1.42 9.81 7.10 1.00 9.33 8.17 0.75

(2.30) (2.15) (2.27) (2.27) (1.55) (1.41) (2.10) (1.40) (1.48)

Round 4 10.50 7.50 0.92 9.29 7.52 0.81 9.50 7.58 0.25

(1.83) (1.31) (1.24) (2.49) (1.25) (1.36) (2.15) (1.08) (0.45)

Round 5 9.92 7.92 0.75 9.19 8.19 1.05 10.42 7.25 0.58

(1.56) (1.00) (1.29) (1.91) (1.94) (1.96) (2.07) (1.36) (0.90)

Round 6 9.42 7.58 0.25 10.00 7.76 0.81 10.25 7.25 0.33

(2.02) (1.16) (0.62) (2.00) (1.97) (2.02) (2.30) (0.97) (1.15)

Round 7 9.58 7.50 0.83 9.10 7.90 0.57 9.92 7.08 0.00

(1.93) (1.24) (1.03) (1.95) (1.18) (1.03) (1.83) (0.90) (0.00)

Round 8 9.58 7.25 0.83 8.90 7.62 0.67 9.00 7.58 0.17

(2.19) (1.66) (1.19) (2.14) (1.43) (1.15) (2.09) (0.79) (0.58)

Round 9 9.67 7.17 0.75 9.38 7.71 0.67 10.25 7.17 0.33

(2.31) (1.59) (1.06) (2.52) (1.93) (1.56) (2.30) (1.19) (0.65)

Round 10 9.42 7.42 0.67 8.57 7.86 0.76 10.17 7.17 0.42

(1.78) (1.44) (0.98) (2.23) (1.24) (1.26) (2.29) (1.40) (0.90)

Table 6: Mean quantities per round; standard deviations in parentheses.

However, in contrast to leaders’ choices, followers’ responses appear to be inconsistent

with Hypothesis 2 (b): In both treatments, follower behavior looks very similar. This

is interesting for two reasons. If leaders’ motivations were identical in both treatments,

leaders’ actions could be explained by varying expectations. If, in addition, followers’
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motivations were identical in both treatments, leaders’ expectations would mistakenly

differ. Alternatively, leaders’ actions could be explained by varying motivations: Choos-

ing a higher quantity could be interpreted as being more selfish.

Leaders’ mean quantities in NEUTRAL are not significantly different from those in

LOADED (p = 0.157) if a two-sided MWU test is applied. Using a one-sided MWU

test, the difference is significant (p = 0.078): Leaders’ mean quantities in LOADED are

higher than in NEUTRAL. Followers’ mean adjusted quantities in NEUTRAL do not

significantly differ from those in LOADED (two-sided MWU test: p = 0.549). Hence,

Hypothesis 2 (b) has been falsified. Followers’ actual responses are not closer to their best

responses: They are not affected by the IO framing. Hypothesis 2 (a) is corroborated,

because there is a significant difference in leaders’ choices. On the basis of the present

data, it cannot be excluded that the difference is only due to differences in expectations

about follower behavior.

According to Hypothesis 3 (a), leaders in TEAM choose higher quantities than leaders in

(a1) LOADED or (a2) NEUTRAL. Compared to followers’ responses in (a3) LOADED

or (a4) NEUTRAL, followers’ responses in TEAM are closer to their best responses.

According to Hypothesis 3 (b), followers’ response functions in TEAM are closer to

the best-response function than those in (b1) LOADED or (b2) NEUTRAL. That is,

the implementation of an organizational structure is expected to be more effective in

generating profit-maximizing behavior than the application of an IO framing.

In six rounds, mean leader quantities in TEAM are higher than in LOADED (see Table

6). In even nine rounds, mean leader quantities in TEAM are higher than in NEU-

TRAL. In eight rounds, followers’ mean adjusted quantities in TEAM are lower than

in both LOADED and NEUTRL. Therefore, team choices appear to be closer to the

Stackelberg prediction than individual choices. However, using two-sided MWU tests,

neither leaders’ mean quantities in LOADED nor leaders’ mean quantities in NEUTRAL
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significantly differ from those in TEAM (p = 0.918 and p = 0.203). Using a one-sided

MWU test, the difference between TEAM and NEUTRAL is significant (p = 0.101):

Leaders’ mean quantities in TEAM are higher than in NEUTRAL. Hence, Hypothesis

3 (a1) has been falsified, and Hypothesis 3 (a2) is corroborated. Nearly the same is

true for followers’ mean adjusted quantities. Using two-sided MWU tests, neither fol-

lowers’ mean adjusted quantities in LOADED nor followers’ mean adjusted quantities in

NEUTRAL are significantly different from those in TEAM (p = 0.191 and p = 0.573).

Using a one-sided MWU test, the difference between TEAM and LOADED is significant

(p = 0.096): followers’ mean adjusted quantities in TEAM are lower than in NEUTRAL.

Thus, Hypothesis 3 (a3) is corroborated, and Hypothesis 3 (a4) has been falsified.

On the one hand, the weak MWU test results are surprising because of the clear summary

statistics results, on the other hand, treating each active participant as one observation

by using his mean quantity choice of all rounds is an extremely conservative method

to overcome the problem of repeated measurement. A less extreme way to deal with

this problem is to apply a dummy variable regression in order to test for treatment

effects. TEAM is the treatment group. LOADED and NEUTRAL serve as control

groups. Either leaders’ quantities or followers’ adjusted quantities are regressed on a

constant and a binary variable (team), which is one for the observations belonging to

the treatment group.

Formally, the model can be written as

quantity = �0 + �1team+
P∑

p=1

pparticipantp +
10∑

r=1

�rroundr + u, (1)

P∑

p=1

p = 0, (2)

10∑

r=1

�r = 0, (3)
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where quantity are either leaders’ quantities in TEAM and LOADED or followers’ ad-

justed quantities in TEAM and NEUTRAL. To control for both participant effects and

round influences, a dummy variable for each participant (participantp for participants

p = 1, 2, . . . , P ) and for each round (roundr for rounds r = 1, 2, . . . , 10) is included. The

error term (u) contains unobserved factors affecting quantity.13

Following Suits (1984), the sum of the coefficients of each set of dummy variables is

constrained to zero (see also Königstein, 2000). The intercept parameter �0 can, there-

fore, be interpreted as the mean quantity in LOADED or NEUTRAL, respectively. The

slope parameter �1 is the difference in mean quantities between either LOADED and

TEAM or NEUTRAL and TEAM. If �1 is estimated to be significantly different from

zero, a treatment effect is present. The estimates of �0 and �1, �̂0 and �̂1, are reported

in Table 7; standard errors and p-values for the two-sided standard t tests are shown in

parentheses. For qA, the p-value for the two-sided t test H0 : �0 = 12 is also given.

�̂0 �̂1

LOADED qA 9.75 0.06

(0.16, p = 0.000; p12 = 0.000) (0.22, p = 0.771)

qa
B

0.79 −0.29

(0.10, p = 0.000) (0.14, p = 0.038)

NEUTRAL qA 9.22 0.60

(0.13, p = 0.000; p12 = 0.000) (0.21, p = 0.005)

qa
B

0.76 −0.26

(0.07, p = 0.000) (0.12, p = 0.032)

Table 7: Treatment effects.

Except for the difference in leaders’ mean quantities between LOADED and TEAM (p =

0.771), treatment effects are significant and have the expected sign, that is, Hypothesis

3 (a1) has been falsified, and Hypotheses 3 (a2, a3, a4) are corroborated. Followers

in TEAM are more selfish than in LOADED or NEUTRAL. Leaders in TEAM and
13Because each participant is observed in each round, the error terms might be correlated. Here, serial

correlation is likely to result from an unobserved effect, namely, different (time-constant) preferences.
Serial correlation can also result from learning. In order to avoid these two problems, it is controlled
for participant effects and round influences.
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LOADED behave in the same way: They behave more like profit maximizers than leaders

in NEUTRAL. Thus, teams’ quantity choices are more in line with the assumption of

profit maximization than individuals’ choices, or, to put it the other way round, the

implementation of an organizational structure is more effective in generating profit-

maximizing behavior than the application of an IO framing. Nevertheless, teams do not

completely behave as profit maximizers.14

In order to find out whether the observed behavior can be explained by other-regarding

preferences, followers’ responses are analyzed in more detail by estimating their response

functions, qB = �0 + �1qA, for all treatments. If followers behaved as profit maximizers,

the estimated response function would be q̂B = 12.09−0.49qA in each treatment. Again,

a constrained dummy variable regression is used, including intercept and slope dummy

variables for participants and rounds. Because the sum of the coefficients of each set of

dummy variables is restricted to zero, the intercept parameter �0 and the slope parameter

�1 represent means. The estimates �̂0 and �̂1 of �0 and �1 are shown in Table 8;

standard errors and p-values for the two-sided standard t tests are given in parentheses.

In addition, p-values for the two-sided t tests H0 : �0 = 12.09 and H0 : �1 = 0.49 are

also shown.

�̂0 �̂1

LOADED 10.45 −0.30

(0.49, p = 0.000; p12.09 = 0.001) (0.05, p = 0.000; p0.49 = 0.000)

NEUTRAL 9.61 −0.21

(0.40, p = 0.000; p12.09 = 0.000) (0.04, p = 0.000; p0.49 = 0.000)

TEAM 10.84 −0.33

(0.48, p = 0.000; p12.09 = 0.012) (0.05, p = 0.000; p0.49 = 0.000)

Table 8: Estimated response functions.

In TEAM, the estimated intercept is 10.84 on average, and the estimated intercepts

are lower in LOADED and NEUTRAL. In each treatment, the estimated slope of the

14Participant effects and round influences are estimated to be present for a small number of participants
and rounds.
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response function is negative on average, and the absolute value of the estimated slope is

largest in TEAM. Therefore, followers’ response functions in TEAM appear to be closer

to the best-response function than those in the other treatments: Hypotheses 3 (b1, b2)

are corroborated.

If followers’ response functions looked like in Table 8, leaders’ profit-maximizing quanti-

ties would be 9.68 in LOADED, 9.11 in NEUTRAL, and 9.82 in TEAM. These quantities

are very close to leaders’ mean quantities: 9.79 in LOADED, 9.22 in NEUTRAL, and

9.82 in TEAM (see Table 3). In TEAM, leaders’ mean quantity even corresponds with

the profit-maximizing quantity. Thus, here too, the implementation of an organizational

structure is found to be more effective in generating profit-maximizing behavior than

the application of an IO framing: teams’ quantity choices are more in line with the

assumption of profit maximization than individuals’ choices. However, intercept and

slope of the estimated response function in each treatment differ from the parameters of

the best-response function significantly, and leaders’ mean quantities in LOADED and

NEUTRAL are higher than the profit-maximizing quantities.

Given the estimated response function in TEAM, leaders maximize their profits on

average. In LOADED and NEUTRAL, leaders’ mean behavior is harder to interpret: An

interpretation relies on leaders’ expectations. If followers’ estimated response functions

were correct and expected, leaders’ mean quantities choices, compared to the profit-

maximizing choices, would lead to less profits for both interacting individuals and would

increase inequality in profits. Leaders would be inequality loving, and the loss of profit

could be interpreted as their willingness to pay for the increase in (positive) inequality.

This explanation is not convincing in view of Fehr and Schmidt’s (1999) or Bolton and

Ockenfels’ (2000) experimental results on inequality aversion: Typically, participants

are found to be inequality averse instead of inequality loving. Hence, it is more likely

that leaders expectations are wrong or followers’ actual response functions are different
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in LOADED and NEUTRAL.

However, mean follower behavior is in line with Fehr and Schmidt’s and Bolton and Ock-

enfels’s findings. In LOADED, NEUTRAL, and TEAM, estimated response functions

intersect the best-response function at qA = 8.63, qA = 8.86, and qA = 7.81, implying

that, from the leader quantity of 9 upwards in LOADED and NEUTRAL or 8 upwards

in TEAM, followers choose more than the profit-maximizing quantity on average. By

doing so, negative inequality decreases. From the leader quantity of 7 in TEAM or 8

in LOADED and NEUTRAL, followers choose less than predicted. This mean behavior

also decreases inequality, namely, positive inequality. Because of the steepest slope of the

response function in TEAM, inequality aversion is weaker in TEAM than in LOADED

or NEUTRAL.

On the whole, it can be said that teams are less inequality averse than individuals.

If individual decision making is framed as organizational decision making, individual

behavior is also directed towards profit maximization, but the implementation of an

organizational structure is more effective. Therefore, an individual under an IO framing

is less a profit maximizer than a two-member team organized according to Alchian and

Demsetz’s contractual model of the firm.

4. Conclusion

In this paper, a Stackelberg experiment is considered in order to answer the question

whether framing individual decision making as organizational decision making or imple-

menting an organizational structure is more effective in generating the behavior which is

mostly assumed in IO, namely, profit-maximizing. The experimental market structure

is derived from Huck et al.’s (2001) Stackelberg game of duopolistic quantity compe-
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tition with homogeneous products. Overall, there are three treatments: LOADED,

NEUTRAL, and TEAM. In LOADED and NEUTRAL, firms are each represented by

an individual. In LOADED, participants are called “firms” competing in “quantities”

for “profits”. In NEUTRAL, participants are neutrally instructed: Individuals choose

“numbers” and receive “payments”. Individuals in LOADED and NEUTRAL can be

seen as single-person firms. In TEAM, participants are also neutrally instructed. Teams

each consist of a decision maker and a non-decision maker. The non-decision maker is

completely passive. The decision maker is active and gets half of the team’s monetary

payoff. Teams can be viewed as multi-person firms organized according to a parsimo-

nious version Alchian and Demsetz’s (1972) contractual model of the firm.

I find that neither individuals nor teams are strict profit maximizers in the Stackelberg

game. However, if individual decision making is framed as organizational decision mak-

ing, leaders behave more like profit maximizers: Leaders in LOADED choose higher

quantities than leaders in NEUTRAL. Followers motivations are not affected by such

a framing: Followers in LOADED behave in the same way as followers in NEUTRAL.

Teams are found to come closer to profit maximization: Leaders in TEAM behave in

the same way as leaders in LOADED, but followers in TEAM behave more like profit

maximizers than followers in LOADED. Therefore, the organizational structure is most

effective in generating profit-maximizing behavior. Teams are less inequality averse than

individuals. Followers’ response functions in TEAM appear to be closer to the best-

response function than those in the other treatments. Given the estimated response

function, leaders’ mean quantity in TEAM is a profit-maximizing choice.

What does that mean for IO? First, the theory of the profit-maximizing firm does not

apply to all firms. Neither single-person firms nor multi-person firms generally maximize

their profits. However, it does not follow that all kinds of multi-person firms do not

maximize their profits. In the experiment, two-person firms behave more like profit
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maximizers than single-person firms. That is surprising in view of the simplicity of the

organizational structure. Each firm only consists of a passive and an active firm member.

There is no communication between them, and there is no such thing as a team spirit:

The TEAM treatment is done without loaded instructions or team-building activities.

Whether the behavioral difference between single-person and multi-person firms is trig-

gered by other-regarding preferences between firm members or whether the contract of

employment makes people more selfish is still an open question. In order to answer

it, other employment contracts could be implemented, or firm sizes could be increased.

Because firms are typically assumed to be large in oligopoly theory, increasing firm sizes

might be the preferred choice. However, because of the rising costs in the laboratory

and the great significance of team production problems in the field, a variation of the

organizational structure and an implementation of more complex employment contracts

might be a promising approach.

A. Appendix

A.1. Translated instructions: LOADED

Welcome to our experiment!

Please read the instructions carefully. Do not talk to your neighbors during the entire

experiment. Raise your hand if you have questions. We will come around and answer

your questions.

Your participation in the experiment will be rewarded. Depending on your behavior

and the behavior of other participants you are matched with, you receive lower or higher

monetary rewards in EUR.
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You represent a firm selling the same product as another firm on a market. Both firms

each make one decision. That is, each firm chooses the quantity it wants to sell on the

market. The resulting combination of quantities is associated with a profit for each firm.

The profits associated with each combination of quantities are shown in the attached

table.

The quantities which can be chosen by firm A are displayed in the head of each row.

The quantities which can be chosen by firm B are displayed in the head of each column.

The profits associated with a combination of quantities are shown in the corresponding

cell. The entry on the left side of the vertical bar corresponds to firm A’s profit. The

entry on the right side of the vertical bar corresponds to firm B’s profit.

The profits are quoted in ECU (experimental currency unit). The exchange rate between

ECU and EUR is 1/20. That is, 20 ECU are exchanged for 1 EUR.

How are the decisions made?

Please take a look at your identifier. If it begins with an A, you represent a firm A. If

it begins with a B, you represent a firm B.

Firm A is the first to make a decision. That is, firm A chooses its quantity (picks a row),

and firm B will be informed about firm A’s choice. Being aware of firm A’s decision,

firm B chooses its quantity (picks a column), and firm A will be informed about firm

B’s choice. With that, a round is finished. That is, at the end of a round, each firm

knows (i) its quantity, (ii) the other firm’s quantity, (iii) its profit, and (iv) the other

firm’s profit.

Decisions are communicated in writing. Each firm A gets a sheet of writing paper at

the beginning of each round.

Please write down information (i) to (iv) on the attached sheet of reporting paper.
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In total, there are ten rounds. You do not know the participant you interact with. In

each round, you will be matched with a different participant.

Anonymity among participants and towards experimenters is preserved. Your decisions

can only be traced back to your identifier. Your personal data will not be associated

with your identifier.

At the end of the experiment, two out of the ten rounds will be randomly chosen to be

rewarded. The sum of your profits from these two rounds determines the variable part

of your monetary reward in EUR. It can be positive, zero, or negative. In addition, you

will receive a fixed amount of 9 EUR. Your monetary reward will be paid out in private.

That is, the other participants will not learn about the amount of your monetary reward.

A.2. Translated instructions: NEUTRAL

Welcome to our experiment!

Please read the instructions carefully. Do not talk to your neighbors during the entire

experiment. Raise your hand if you have questions. We will come around and answer

your questions.

Your participation in the experiment will be rewarded. Depending on your behavior

and the behavior of other participants you are matched with, you receive lower or higher

monetary rewards in EUR.

You interact with another participant. Both participants each make one decision. That

is, each participant chooses the number he wants to use. The resulting combination of

numbers is associated with a payment for each participant.

The payments associated with each combination of numbers are shown in the attached

table.
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The numbers which can be chosen by participant A are displayed in the head of each

row. The numbers which can be chosen by participant B are displayed in the head of

each column. The payments associated with a combination of numbers are shown in

the corresponding cell. The entry on the left side of the vertical bar corresponds to

participant A’s payment. The entry on the right side of the vertical bar corresponds to

participant B’s payment.

The payments are quoted in ECU (experimental currency unit). The exchange rate

between ECU and EUR is 1/20. That is, 20 ECU are exchanged for 1 EUR.

How are the decisions made?

Please take a look at your identifier. If it begins with an A, you are a participant A. If

it begins with a B, you are a participant B.

Participant A is the first to make a decision. That is, participant A chooses his number

(picks a row), and participant B will be informed about participant A’s choice. Being

aware of participant A’s decision, participant B chooses his number (picks a column),

and participant A will be informed about participant B’s choice. With that, a round is

finished. That is, at the end of a round, each participant knows (i) his number, (ii) the

other participant’s number, (iii) his payment, and (iv) the other participant’s payment.

Decisions are communicated in writing. Each participant A gets a sheet of writing paper

at the beginning of each round.

Please write down information (i) to (iv) on the attached sheet of reporting paper.

In total, there are ten rounds. You do not know the participant you interact with. In

each round, you will be matched with a different participant.

Anonymity among participants and towards experimenters is preserved. Your decisions

can only be traced back to your identifier. Your personal data will not be associated
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with your identifier.

At the end of the experiment, two out of the ten rounds will be randomly chosen to be

rewarded. The sum of your payments from these two rounds determines the variable

part of your monetary reward in EUR. It can be positive, zero, or negative. In addition,

you will receive a fixed amount of 9 EUR. Your monetary reward will be paid out in

private. That is, the other participants will not learn about the amount of your monetary

reward.

A.3. Translated instructions: TEAM

Welcome to our experiment!

Please read the instructions carefully. Do not talk to your neighbors during the entire

experiment. Raise your hand if you have questions. We will come around and answer

your questions.

Your participation in the experiment will be rewarded. Depending on your behavior

and the behavior of other participants you are matched with, you receive lower or higher

monetary rewards in EUR.

You and another participant (partner) are a team. As a team, you interact with another

team. Both teams each make one decision. That is, each team chooses the number it

wants to use. The resulting combination of numbers is associated with a payment for

each team.

The payments associated with each combination of numbers are shown in the attached

table.

The numbers which can be chosen by team A are displayed in the head of each row.

The numbers which can be chosen by team B are displayed in the head of each column.
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The payments associated with a combination of numbers are shown in the corresponding

cell. The entry on the left side of the vertical bar corresponds to team A´s payment.

The entry on the right side of the vertical bar corresponds to team B´s payment.

The payments are quoted in ECU (experimental currency unit). The exchange rate

between ECU and EUR is 1/10. That is, 10 ECU are exchanged for 1 EUR.

How are the decisions made?

Please take a look at your identifier. If it begins with an A, you are a member of a

team A. If it begins with a B, you are a member of a team B. Each team consists of

a decision maker and a non-decision maker. If your identifier contains a D, you are a

decision maker. If your identifier contains an N, you are a non-decision maker.

Decision maker A is the first to make a decision. That is, decision maker A chooses

his number (picks a row), and decision maker B will be informed about decision maker

A´s choice. Being aware of decision maker A´s decision, decision maker B chooses his

number (picks a column), and decision maker A will be informed about decision maker

B´s choice. Finally, non-decision maker A and non-decision maker B will be informed

about the choices. With that, a round is finished. That is, at the end of a round, each

team knows (i) its number, (ii) the other team’s number, (iii) its payment, (iv) and the

other team’s payment.

Decisions are communicated in writing. Each decision maker A gets a sheet of writing

paper at the beginning of each round. All decision makers have reporting sheets.

Please write down information (i) to (iv) on the attached sheet of reporting paper. If you

are a non-decision maker, please also note whether you are satisfied with your partner’s

decision and what your decision would have been.

In total, there are ten rounds. You do not know the team you interact with. In each
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round, you will be matched with a different team. The composition of the teams does

not change during the entire experiment.

Anonymity among participants and towards experimenters is preserved. Your decisions

can only be traced back to your identifier. Your personal data will not be associated

with your identifier.

At the end of the experiment, two out of the ten rounds will be randomly chosen to be

rewarded. The sum of your payments from these two rounds determines the variable

part of your team’s monetary reward in EUR, which will be equally shared between you

and your partner. It can be positive, zero, or negative. In addition, you will receive a

fixed amount of 9 EUR. Your monetary reward will be paid out in private. That is, the

other participants will not learn about the amount of your monetary reward.
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  Firm B/Participant B 

 
Quantity/ 

Number 
3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 
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/
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r
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A
 

3  54|54  51|68 48|80 45|90 42|98 39|104 36|108  33|109  30|110  27|108  24|104  21|98  18|90 

4  68|51  64|64 60|75 56|84 52|91 48|96 44|99  40|100  36|99  32|96  28|91  24|84  19|75 

5  80|48  75|60 70|70 65|78 60|84 55|88 50|89  45|90  40|88  35|84  29|78  25|70  20|60 

6  90|45  84|56 78|65 72|72 66|77 60|80 54|81  48|80  41|77  36|72  30|65  24|56  18|45 

7  98|42  91|52 84|60 77|66 70|70 63|72 55|71  49|70  42|66  35|60  28|52  21|42  14|30 

8 104|39  96|48 88|55 80|60 72|63 64|64 56|63  48|60  40|55  32|48  24|39  16|28   8|15 

9 108|36  99|44 89|50 81|54 71|55 63|56 54|54  45|50  36|44  27|36  18|26   9|14   0|0 

10 109|33 100|40 90|45 80|48 70|49 60|48 50|45  40|40  30|33  20|24  10|13   0|0 -10|-15 

11 110|30  99|36 88|40 77|41 66|42 55|40 44|36  33|30  22|22  11|12   0|0 -11|-14 -22|-30 

12 108|27  96|32 84|35 72|36 60|35 48|32 36|27  24|20  12|11   0|0 -12|-13 -24|-28 -36|-45 

13 104|24  91|28 78|29 65|30 52|28 39|24 26|18  13|10   0|0 -13|-12 -26|-26 -39|-42 -52|-60 

14  98|21  84|24 70|25 56|24 42|21 28|16 14|9   0|0 -14|-11 -28|-24 -42|-39 -56|-56 -70|-75 

15  90|18  75|19 60|20 45|18 30|14 15|8  0|0 -15|-10 -30|-22 -45|-36 -60|-52 -75|-70 -90|-90 
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